LSG DAY CELEBRATED IN SAMBALPUR MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
Sambalpur, 31/08/2019: The annual local Self Government Day was
celebrated at Sambalpur in a festive method with many welfare and citizencentric projects. Also refered to as “Swayat Shasan Dibas” it signifies that
the ability of a municipality is definitely within the fingers of a citizen. The
importance of the day to keep urban clean and neat hygiene to eradicate
from all diseases which is important for every family sought cooperation
from all to build good environment.
Sambalpur Municipal Commissioner Mr. Triliochan Majhi hoisted tricolour
on SMC office to have a good time the LSG day for all the staff other senior
officials of the Corporation were also present. Additionally he also joined
many new projects which had been chalked for the day number of tasks
throughout the wards. Many unique and innovative steps are being taken
this year to make the city as an example in the state.
On the occasion of Local Self Government (LSG) Odisha Chief Minister
Naveen Patnaik today inaugurated a number of projects for the benefits of
the citizens.Addressing the special occasion at the Lok Seva Bhawan, the
Chief Minister said, “Today Ward Offices were inaugurated in all the wards
under Sambalpur Municipal Corporation (SMC). In addition to it, work also
began on Micro Composting Centres (MCCs) for solid waste management.”
He also mentioned, “The application of 5T Mantra has been done
successfully in all these activities. Underlining that the main aim of the
Local Self Government is to provide good services to the citizens, the Chief
Minister stated, if we keep the people at the centre of our initiative and

follow the principle of 5Ts in letter and spirit, we would be able to achieve
the transformation which we want our citizens to experience.”
The Ward Office will act as a medium for easy and fast citizen-centric
services. It will be managed by a Ward Officer with the cooperation of other
employees. The aim and objective of Ward Office is to supervise and analyze
sanitation, drainage and solid waste treatment. All the SMC officials and
others join the programme to make success.
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